
Seven Yarn Knitting Kit 
 

two skeins 
DK weight yarn containing 

seven different textures yarns 
easy yarn changes 

through self fringing 
 

one 6-yarn skein 
518 yards - 8 oz. 

86 yards each 
one skein Parma yarn (2-ply) 

270 yards - 3.5 oz. 
total of 11.5 oz. - 786 yards 

 
GAUGE 

15 Stitches / 26 Rows 
=  4 x 4 inches in Garter Stitch 
on US # 7  Needle, circular 40” 

 
FINISHED SIZE 

width 60 inches (152 cm) 
length 32 inches (81 cm) 

N O R M A 

skeino.com ~  community@skeino.com 

NORMA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DETAIL in FIRE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOREST colorway 
   FIRE                   

Lehua 
Flower                     



Winding the yarn 
Wind the single skein (Parma) into a ball. This will be the base 
yarn (BY). 
The multi yarn skein contains 6 different yarns. The six skeins are 
separate and you can wind them into balls as well. Put these 
skeins in an order you like (one suggestion is to alternate one 
straight yarn and one textured yarn) and label them from 1 to 6 
(Y1 - Y6).  
  
Notes  
The entire shawl is knitted in Garter Stich.  
The shawl is knitted from side to side increasing 1 stitch every  
other row on one side, which becomes the shoulder line.  
All yarn changes take place on the other side.   
When changing yarns, cut the yarn ends 8 inches long as you will 
use these ends to create fringe. 
  
Abbreviation:  Slkw - slip stitch knit wise with yarn in back 
                         KB - knit the bar between 2 sts (increase 1 st) 
               WK -  wrap yarn from the front to the back around 
                                   the first stitch and knit the back leg of this 
                                   stitch (for a nice tight edge) 
               WK-CY -  wrap yarn from the front to the back 
                                         around the first stitch; add the new yarn 
                                         and knit the back leg of this stitch with 
                                         both yarns; then drop the yarn you don’t  
                                         need; cut both ends (the ending and the 
                                         beginning yarn 8 inches for fringes) 
  
Cast On three stitches and knit one row. 
 
Setup rows 
1. row with BY: K1, KB, K1, Slkw 
2. row with BY: WK, K2, Slkw 
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LEHUA SHAWL 
This pattern is designed by Bjorn Coordt. 

Pattern 
1. row with BY: WK, K1, KB, K1, Slkw 
2. row with BY: WK, K3, Slkw 
3. row with BY: WK, K2, KB, K1, Slkw 
4. row with BY: WK, K4, Slkw 
5. row with BY: WK, K3, KB, K1, Slkw 
6. row with BY: WK, K5, Slkw 
7. row with Y1: WK-CY, K4, KB, K1, Slkw 
8. row with Y1: WK, K6, Slkw 
9. row with Y2: WK-CY, K5, KB, K1, Slkw 
10. row with Y2: WK, K7, Slkw 
11. row with Y3: WK-CY, K6, KB, K1, Slkw 
12. row with Y3: WK, K8, Slkw 
13. row with Y4: WK-CY, K7, KB, K1, Slkw 
14. row with Y4: WK, K9, Slkw 
15. row with Y5: WK-CY, K8, KB, K1, Slkw 
16. row with Y5: WK, K10, Slkw 
17. row with Y6: WK-CY, K9, KB, K1, Slkw 
18. row with Y6: WK, K11, Slkw 
  
Continue in this sequence, increasing all odd rows by knitting the 
bar 2 stitches before the end of the row. Also continue the color 
pattern by knitting 6 rows with BY followed by 2 rows each of  
Y1-Y6. 
  
Important:  
Every 18 rows, you will need to mirror the sequence of Y1-Y6 oth-
erwise you will run out of Y4-Y6 sooner than Y1-Y3 due to the in-
creasing nature of the shawl. For example, rows 19-24 (BY),  
25-26 (Y6), 27-28 (Y5), 29-30 (Y4), 31-32 (Y3), 33-34 (Y2), 35-36 
(Y1). Then you would return to the same color sequence as in the 
original rows 1-18, and continue alternating in this way. 
  
You will run out of yarn 1 to 6 before the BY. Finish knitting the 
last possible 18-row repeat, then finally knit the last rows with the 
BY by repeating rows 1-6. 
 
Your shawl is done, you can bind off loosely. 
Use all ends from each repeat (rows 7-18) to tie a knot to create 
the fringes. Trim the edges even after you have finished them all. 
  
Optional 
With leftover yarn, you can create fringes on the bind off side.  
Cut 16 inch ends, thread them into the bind off row and tie knots  
to match the same size and number that you have done on the 
other side.  
                                                                        HAPPY KNITTING !    


